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Prince Charles and the City
Seek To Save Their System
Special to EIR
May 31—Prince Charles, rapidly becoming the leading
spokesman for the Satanic British monarchy, made
headlines again this week, when he keynoted the “Inclusive Capitalism Initiative” conference held in the
City of London May 27. The conference brought together 200 of the world’s super-wealthy, estimated to
control or manage $30 trillion, 30% of all the financial
“wealth” in the world, around the fraudulent theme of
making capitalism more socially responsible (“Building Value, Renewing Trust”).
In his speech, the Heir to the Throne demanded that
those present use their power to implement “a fundamental transformation of global Capitalism,” by implementing the monarchy’s Green agenda. Charles’s jargon
aside, that agenda of “sustainability” means cutting back
life-saving production and consumption worldwide, in
the name of saving nature. The Royal Society report of
2012, “People and the Planet,” put it most plainly when
it concluded that the “problem” with the environment is
too much consumption and too many people.
But equally on the minds of the top-level participants, among them, IMF chief Christine Lagarde and
Bank of England head Mark Carney, was a more immediate concern, born of a sense of desperation over the
bankruptcy of their system, which was reflected in this
statement on Inclusive Capitalism’s two-year-old website: “To avoid heavy-handed government interference
in the banking sector, a revolution in management, supervision and ethics is required.” Apparently these top
financiers are quite aware that the rage of the world’s
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population is building against them, and threatening to
use effective means, such as the Glass-Steagall Act, to
curb their crimes.
To prevent this, the very financiers who have presided over the genocide-through-austerity being imposed throughout the Eurozone and Great Britain,
wrung their hands in mock sympathy for the poor and
the unemployed, and called for self-policing by the financial community, the same canard pushed by former
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan all the way
into the crash of 2007-08. As if this would fool anyone!
What they want to avoid is a new financial regime that
would send them to jail.
But watch out. When the monarchy and the world’s
leading financiers get together for a political offensive,
it’s your life that’s on the line. Their success means
genocide for you, and the planet.

Charles Takes the Lead
Charles has had the Green portfolio in the Windsor
family for decades. He has railed against modern agriculture as destroying the Earth, and built movements to
attack it. He has used his financial resources to pretend
to save the rainforests—at the expense of both food and
raw materials production. He has patronized the Liverpool Care Pathway (a form of euthanasia implemented
in Great Britain which provided incentives for denying
foods and fluids to hospice patients) and so-called “alternative” medicine in “The Prince’s Foundation for Integrated Health.” Since 2004, he has specialized in
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Prince Charles pushed his genocidal Green agenda to the world’s superwealthy elites, at the City of London’s “Inclusive Capitalism Initiative”
conference May 27.

bringing together accountants from major corporations
in his “Accounting for Sustainability Project,” to get
them to devise ways of making money off implementing the Green Agenda.
It was Charles who carried the Queen’s message to
Copenhagen in 2009, keynoting that conference for
genocide, after having pulled together a private meeting
at St. James Palace, one of his four castles, in July where
he tried to rally a group of elites to spread the word that
mankind had only “96 months to save the world.”
The Prince’s dire prediction of environmental catastrophe in 2017 if his recommendations were not adopted, occurred within a full-blown attack on what he
called “consumerism,” but what is actually the role of
man as co-creator of the planet, through using his mind
to master and develop nature for the benefit of future
mankind. To enforce those cutbacks in consumption—
like Obama, he says it would be a disaster for poor nations to achieve a level of consumption equal to that in
the industrialized world—Charles demands the use of
financial incentives and disincentives. This means
taxing such things as CO2 emissions and water use, and
providing rewards for taking land out of agricultural
production, restoring swamps, and putting the preservation of “biodiversity” above development of the planet.
To quote him from July 2009: “We are not the masters of creation . . . like everything else, we are Nature.”
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other animal within the “multitude of biodiverse species,” and thus demands that “Nature”
be given equal rights. Thus his “sustainability” agenda takes direct aim at the actual
human qualities on which the survival of the
planet (and more) depends—an increase in
human intellectual power which leads to
man’s increased mastery over the universe
through an ever-greater application of high
energy-flux-density power sources. Thus, the
development of thermonuclear fusion
power—which would give man mastery of a
clean power source that could provide a decent
living standard to every human being on Earth,
and billions more—is sabotaged, while billions of dollars are spent to encourage reliance
on the solar power and windmills.

The Enforcers

To carry out such a genocidal agenda, the
monarchy needs to have its enforcers, and the top financial “luminaries” at the City of London session were
obviously intended to follow instructions. The agenda
was jam-packed with speakers whose overall topic was
to promote an appearance of “social responsibility.”
Numerous commentators, such as Pam Martens in her
“Wall Street on Parade” column, could hardly control
themselves in lampooning the sight of the upper one
percent of the upper one percent lamenting “capitalism’s inequality and lack of inclusion.”
Cosponsoring the event with the City, itself an ancient institution of enormous power, was Lynn Forester
de Rothschild, the chief executive of E.L. Rothschild.
In addition to Charles (who gave the opening address),
Lagarde, and Carney, special billing was given to GlassSteagall-killer Larry Summers, and former President
Bill Clinton (Lady de Rothschild raised considerable
money for Hillary Clinton’s 2008 Presidential campaign, and apparently called back a favor). They were
joined by CEOs from the world’s top moneymakers and
their apologists, such as editors from the Economist and
the Financial Times.
As the reality of the bankruptcy of the City of
London/Wall Street system asserts itself, and these very
financial giants hysterically scream for new bailouts,
especially from the European Central Bank, the Green
pabulum from this conference may take a back seat.
But such an extraordinary united front of the evil British Empire and high finance is ignored at your peril.
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